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Owensville, Mo., Aug. 13th, 1936 

 

Maj. Lloyd C. Stark,  

1401 Georgia Street,  

Louisiana, Missouri. 

 

My dear Major Stark: 

 

It was considerate of you --- especially just after those several strenuous weeks 

--- to answer my letter of Aug. 1st. And this letter may of course be read and its contents 

digested (if it be worthy of such a process) some time at your leisure --- for I take it that 

you’re relaxing some for a brief time. However --- 

 

The rank and file of the enemy are stunned at the results of the Primary. It is a 

question though whether or not the experienced old heads are rendered groggy. For 

some of them have seen or felt many an unexpected break: they know a game isn’t 

finished as to the matter of winners until the last white chip is stacked up and paid. 

 

I’m hoping, of all things just now in connection with this campaign, that special 

attention may be given to the matter of keeping Democratic voters from taking it for 

granted that your heavy vote in the Primary spells hands-down success in November. 

Personally I believe, as much as I ever believed anything, that you're going to be elected 

governor. I believe that, however, not because of the heavy Primary-election vote you 

received, but because I have great faith in the abilty of the campaign management to see 

to the matter of preventing over-confidence and securing far-and-wide precinct 

organization. For even a fellow as dumb as I am on most matters knows that final results 

in an election rest, so to speak, upon two supports: A candidates attitude and his 

speeches, and careful organization in each and every precinct. 

 

As against being carried away by the most unusual Primary results, we have a few 



things to consider --- a few facts to face, and a goodly number of possibilities with which 

to reckon. First, considering the superiority of the Democratic get-out-the-vote system 

over that of the Republicans in the Primary, how many of the (perhaps) 500,000 stay-at- 

home votes might be cast Republican in November? Secondly, how many of those Hirth 

voters are going to follow his suggestion that -— with him out of the picture —- they 

ought to vote Republican? Confidentially, any man who would eat up Bill Firth’s bally-hoo 

might be expected to do almost anything inside of a voting booth. And some of us were 

surprised down in this neck o’ the woods at how many throughout several counties 

did actually fall for it --- if you’ll pardon a change in metaphor. And Thirdly, might there be 

some who, because of the various factional contests turned out at the Primary, and still 

--- feeling "its in the bag” --- step into the stay-at-home class on November 3rd? 

 

I raise these questions because I believe they are worthy of consideration. There's 

little of the pessimist in my make-up, but on the other hand common sense (to say 

nothing of experience and observation) tells me that careless and unreasoning 

over-confidence may sometimes prove to be fatal. And I feel sure that your own 

powers of perception will tell you that (especially following one splendid 
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victory) I am heartily interested in your success in the November election. 

 

It is gratifying to think of the enormous support you received in the populated centers. 

While I would not cast reflections upon any of the thousands of fine people in the 

small-town and rural communities, I must say that the city returns speak well for the 

intelligence of city voters. The hardest thing we have to combat down here in some three 

or four counties (and, incidentally, Mr. Hirth carried Maries and Osage counties because 

of it) is that almost idiotic picture, as conjured up by many ruralites, of Mr. Pendergast 

sitting ogre-like in his den and laying his nefarious plots and plans for making serfs and 

slaves of the pee-pull. The fact that I lived in Kansas City some years ago no doubt is 



one reason why during the last few weeks I’ve been called upon to make little talks 

before this or that local political gathering. And if I were writing one with whom I have a 

personal acquaintance --- like unto that I had, we’ll say, with the late "Cass" Welch 

perhaps go into detail as to the revelations concerning some of the former beliefs of 

average Missouri citizens, as expressed to me sometimes (along with handshaking) just 

after those talks in which, among other things, I dwelt upon things indicative of Mr. 

Pendergast’s true character. But inasmuch as I’ve written much more than had been 

intended at the beginning, I shall not now say more concerning that particular matter. 

 

Here is my pledge that some of us down here -— even though our local votes are, 

comparatively, few -— stand ready anxiously to follow any instructions whatsoever that 

may come from Headquarters. And upon that -— along with a promise that I will not 

again inflict so many personal opinions upon you --- you may surely depend. 

 

Sincerely yours, 

J. McPherson Shockley 


